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MISSION
The blockchain industry has grown dramatically over the past decade.
There is no doubt about it, especially now that thousands of digital
currencies have spread across industries and sectors, which has had a
major impact on the world.
When Satoshi Nakamoto first introduced the Bitcoin currency, in 2009, it
meant a revolution in the financial sector and a fundamental change that
came about because of our having "money."
We aim to launch a community driven DeFi Token on the Binance Smart
Chain (BSC) Network, with instant rewards for holders, fully secured and
100% safe project, your first trust fund crypto from which you can build
your wealth, we aim to provide a secure way for high volume transactions
within the crypto space, Centara Token will provide updates and serve
Crypto traders Price Movement Predictions. Join the $Centara mission to
the moon.
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INTRODUCTION TO CRYPTOCURRENCIES
Cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency that is secured against
cryptography, making it nearly impossible to counterfeit or double spend.
Many cryptocurrencies are decentralized networks based on blockchain
technology. An obvious feature of cryptocurrencies is that they are
usually not issued by any central authority, which ideologically protects
them from government interference or manipulation.

WHAT IS DEFI?
DeFi, also known as decentralized finance, has become a boon for the
blockchain industry and the world at large. Since we know that
cryptocurrency acts as a decentralized store of secured value, DeFi is
developing a decentralized financial instrument that is free from
traditional centralized institutions. The DeFi world experienced rapid
growth in 2020, with the DeFi industry valued at $ 275 million in 2019.
But by February 2020, it had skyrocketed to $ 2.5 billion in early June, $
3 billion by mid-June, and $ 4 billion by 25th June. This growth rate
indicates a growing public interest in the issue.

WHAT IS CENTARA?
Centara is a static reward token that benefits investors. The 10% trading
commission provides a combination of rewards for token holders and
liquidity, increasing the value of the Centara.
Unlike typical yield farming rewards, Centara static rewards are based on
trade volume. This reduces the pressure of sellers on early adopters to
trade their coins. What for? Because, as an owner, every time another
investor sells Centara, you will be rewarded for it.
As you continue to hold Centara, you will receive more rewards based on
the percentage of the total tokens you hold, and the tokens sold by
others.
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WHY WE CREATED CENTARA
We will move on to the straight line. You may be familiar with the
“SafeMoon Protocol”, which claimed to create a target price by locking
the token in a liquidity pool that its team could not access. Well, it turns
out devs owners has and can access the wallet that protects these pairs.
This means that according to the SafeMoon protocol, a team can lose the
value of their currency at any time. Not very safe, right?
This reflects a big problem in the crypto, especially in the BSC space.
Trust is a precious commodity, more valuable than a single currency or
project. A trusted project will attract ethical investors who, in turn, will
support the growth of the project.
We decided to create Centara because we were tired of spending hours
exploring investment opportunities. We founded Centara with one goal in
mind: to develop a roadmap to demonstrate the reliability of the project.

LP Progression Statement
Compound Your Investment, every transaction automatically generates
more liquidity throughout multiple exchanges, allowing a faster growing
community.
Tokens cannot be accessed in the liquidity pool, not even by the
development team. They live in a wallet that no one else has. When a
new transaction occurs, coins are sent to this inaccessible wallet. This
eliminates fears that guaranteed liquidity may be eliminated.
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WHY TO CHOOSE CENTARA TOKEN?
Centara is a community driven DeFi Token, with instant rewards for
holders & liquidity generation protocol. Just Buy and Hold $Centara and
you will automatically get more in your wallet.
Community Powered
Centara is fully deCentaralized and owned by its fun,
vibrant community. We welcome and embrace diverse
perspectives to build Centara into the best community in
crypto.
Instant Rewards
For every transaction in Centara network (buy or sell), 5%
of the transaction is distributed to existing holders. That
means you earn Centara just by holding it in your wallet.
Safe and Secure
All Safety procedures are applied to protect investor's
funds. Verified contract | No Team tokens | Ownership
renounced | Liquidity locked | DXSale Presale with
purchase limits (anti-whales).
The Wealth Grower
Grow your fund with Centara Premiums, earn transaction
tokens and watch your balance grow as the Centara
Token Community is built.
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CENTARA TOKEN TOKENOMICS:
Token Name
Total Supply
Pre-sale Token

Centara Token
1,000,000,000,000,000
750,000,000,000,000

Total Trade Fee: 10%
5% is redistributed to Centara holders
5% is sent to add liquidity by selling half for BNB, then combining those
tokens with Centara to create a BNB-Centara liquidity pool on Pancake
Swap.

Centara Token Pre-Sale:
We will be hosting our $Centara token presale on DxSale.
DxSale is a fully decentralized DeFi launchpad with instant liquidity
locking.
Soft Cap - Hard Cap
Pre-Sale exchange rate
Min & Max contributions

75 BNB - 150 BNB
2,850,000,000,000 $CENTARA
PRICE: 1 BNB
0.1 BNB - 5 BNB

Exchange Updates
We are negotiating with the exchange, and it will
happen very soon! Please be patient as it doesn't
happen overnight, but we promise it's not that far!
We're still downstairs and preparing to take off.
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ROADMAP & FUTURE
The milestones on this road till 2021 are:
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FAQ
What is the Centara.io?
Centara is a community driven DeFi Token, with instant rewards for
holders, fully secured and 100% safe project. Join the $Centara mission to
the moon.
How Centara Tokenomics works?
• 5% Distributed to holders. (We reward holders with a 5% transaction tax
which puts Centara directly into your wallet every time someone buys or
sells).
• 5% Added to liquidity. (Transaction fee going into the LP (autogenerated LP).
That makes a total of 10% fees on every transaction. This will improve
security by making bot trading on Centara impossible and prevent
important price movements by increasing the liquidity over time. In the
process, the LP has been moved to Pancakeswap V2. Centara now has the
proper foundations to begin its exponential expansion.
What is the purpose of Centara?
Centara is built to Reward loyal holders and to provide them with a
secure passive income, The more Centara you hold the more Centara you
get.
What makes Centara different from other coins?
We think our strong point is our transparency, we want our investors to
be fully reassured about there funds, have good nights of sleep while
earning Centara.
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What makes Centara unRuggable?
All Safety procedures are applied to protect our investor's funds:
- Verified contract.
- No Team tokens.
- Renounced Ownership.
- Locked Liquidity.
- Presale with purchase limits (anti-whales)
- No minting functions or honeypot.
When will the Pre-sale be available?
The presale will be available on August 8th, 2021, 17:00 UTC at DXsale.
Where can I join the presale?
The presale will be available in DxSale, we will update the links on our
website to redirect directly to dxsale when it will be available.
How can i buy from DxSale?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAZVoOONAIg
When is the listing of Centara in pancakeswap?
We will announce the listing right after reaching the Hard-Cap.
Should I use V1 or V2?
Use V2, that is the Pancakeswap liquidity pool.
Pancake Swap slippage?
- Set slippage to 10%
Are there any marketing plans?
Absolutely! We have a clear roadmap, our marketing campaign will start
listing on coingecho (as soon as possible) and right after youtube
promotion, and poocoin ads.
I am a promotor I have a proposal?
Please DM our telegram group admins.
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RISKS AND CONCRERNS
Information published in White
Paper
This white paper provides general
information and content. You are
not authorized and should not
rely on this white paper for legal,
business, or other advice. You act
at your own risk, relying on the
content of the official document.
If you choose to act or not, you
should contact a licensed lawyer
in the appropriate jurisdiction
with which you want or need
assistance. We are not the owner
and do not endorse the technical
document in any way. The White
Paper is not responsible for the
actions or decisions you make, or
any other behaviour that depends
on it.
Investment Risk
The team does not recommend
anyone to buy, sell or store
cryptocurrency. Before making
any investment decisions, consult
with your long-term employee
and financial advisor. By
purchasing Centara, you agree
that you are not purchasing
securities or investments and that
you agree not to harm this team
and their liability for any loss or
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tax. You also agree that the team
provides the token "as is" and
does not require any assistance or
service.
Compliance with tax obligations
The team does not guarantee
compliance with any country in
the world. Be sure to comply with
local laws and regulations before
purchasing.
No guarantee
The technical document is
provided "as is" without warranty
of any kind with respect to the
technical document and / or any
content, data, content and / or
services provided in the technical
document.
Limitation of Liability
Unless otherwise required by law,
the website owner or his affiliates
are in no way liable for any
damage of any kind, including
when using the website. In
connection with the use of a
white paper or in any other way,
including reduction, loss of profits
or loss of data.

Arbitration
Readers of the White Paper agree
to mediate any dispute or
disclaimer, copyright, logo,
trademark, trade name, trade
secret, or patent dispute.
Future Statement
This white paper may have future
data issues.
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Such statements are subject to
risk and uncertainty. Participants
are cautioned not to rely too
much on this pending data. Actual
results or subsequent events may
differ from the advice given here.
The team does not guarantee the
accuracy of future data included
in this white paper.

CONCLUSIONS
The Centara project is launched
with the aim of building a
financial infrastructure for those
who were previously isolated. We
use the most modern and
voluminous technology, a
blockchain that can integrate
mobile applications with thirdparty plans.
The science of cryptocurrency
economies will also contribute to
the well-being of developing
countries and can even benefit
large economies.
Crypto Economics:
• An increase in the number
of Crypto economics
consumers will lead to
growth in the industry
For developing countries:
• Poverty reduction
• Long-term employment and
economic growth: The more
savings opportunities, the
higher the credibility of the
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population. Collecting
customer financial data
reduces your debt risk.
• Reduced class inequality:
Financial services can
provide new opportunities
for billions of people living
on less than two pounds a
day and transform them
into a middle class that will
improve their lives.
For developed countries:
• Third, improving the
economic situation of third
world countries can reduce
the current immigration
problems faced by the
modern economy, where
immigration places a serious
burden on the social
security system and
associated high prices.
Centara Token is not about
welfare or philanthropy. We
are more focused on
empowering people to
change lives and free
themselves from economic
inequality by participating
in a new digital economy
that can help build.

